CSPi’s Vital Security Auditing solution-Powered by Netwrix provides full transparency of your managed environment and delivers complete visibility into IT infrastructure.

**Continuously detect data security threats, both on premise and in the Cloud:** Complete visibility with user behavior analysis and security intelligence about critical changes, data access and configurations in hybrid IT environments. This makes it easy to investigate any suspicious action or security policy violation so the best response can quickly be determined.

**Pass compliance audits with less effort and expense:** Get the evidence required to prove that your organization’s IT security program adheres to PCI DSS, HIPAA, GDPR, SOX, GLBA, FISMA, NIST, FERPA, CJIS, NERC CIP, ISO/IEC 27001 and other standards. You also get easy access to your complete audit trail for more than 10 years.

**Increase the productivity of your IT security and operations teams:** No need to go through weeks of log data to answer questions about who changed what or when and where a change was made. Nor do you need to painstakingly write, maintain and run scripts to identify inactive users, report on effective user permissions or perform software inventory tasks.

**Benefits:**
- Detect insider threats in hybrid cloud environments
- Pass compliance audits more easily
- Mitigate the threat of encryption ransomware
- Spot threats with user behavior analytics
- Establish proper data access governance
- Reduce risk and costs with file analysis
Our Promise.
✓ One monthly fee for total Managed IT Services support.
✓ A strategic ongoing partnership built on industry standards and total alignment to your core business goals.
✓ A support plan tailored to meet the needs of your business with a structured response and maintenance agreement.